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Let A be a constant matrix with distinct characteristic roots Xx,..., Xn. We can 
assume without loss of generality 
(1) ReXt £ ... S ReA„. 
If we denote by h1,..., hn eigen-vectors of A corresponding to the roots Xi9..., Xn, 
then the fundamental matrix of solutions of the system 
(2) z' = Az 
has the form 
z(*) = (zu(x)) ** (hij exP {hx)) • 
Under various hypotheses on elements btj(x) of a matrix B(x), many asymptotic 
formulas have been deduced for solutions of a system 
(3) y' = [A + B(x)]y 
in the form 
(4) y = Z(x) [c + s(x)] , 
where c is a constant n~vector and s(x) is an w-vector, elements of which approach 
zero as x -* oo. ([1], [2], [3].) 
Using the result of the paper [4] we can immediately announcfe the following 
statement concerning the system (3): 
Let the elements of the matrix B(x) be continuous in J = <a, + oo) and let be 
í \\Z-\x) B(x) Z(x)« dx<«>.') 
x) By the norm || A|| of a matrix A it means the sum \\A\\ = 22|afj| of the absolute values of 
all its elements. '»-* 
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Then every solution of the system (3) has the form 
y = Z(x)f;(-l)-R»(x)c) 
0 
where c is a suitable constant vector and R"(x) is a matrix defined by means of the 
formula 
/•oo 
RҶx) = Z-Ҷř) B(í) Щ R»-Ҷf) dř, R°(x) = - , 
where E is the unit matrix. 
Let us write 
( 4 ) , y = Z ( x ) [ i ( - l ) " R " ( x ) c + R ( x ) c ] . 
0 
In the mentioned paper, the following estimate for the matrix R(x) is introduced 
(p + 1)! 
where 
^ ) = |>- 1 (0B(0Z(0«d^ 
The purpose of this paper is to improve this estimate, to evaluate the second 
approximation for the fundamental matrix of solutions of the system (3), and to 
introduce an application to the nth order linear differential equation. 
By hij we shall denote the algebraic complement of the term hu in the matrix 
(h 1,..., hn). By A = det (htj) we shall denote, as usual, the determinant of the matrix 
(hu). We have obviously 
Z-\x) B(x) = ( i J > " exp {-A(x} bkj{x)\ , 
*(x) B(x) Z(x) = (- t hk%jbkl{x) ^ P {(A; - A() x}) . 
\ A k , i = l / 
Z " 
Now, a bound will be established for the elements rnj(x) of the matrix Rn(x). Let y(x) 






i, j = 1,..., n. It will be proved by induction that the condition 





Indeed, it holds for p — 1 
|rfXx)| ú n"-1 exp {Re [p(Ax - AB) + A,- - AJ x} 
Í oo y(Oexp{Re(A.-A1)t}dí. 
xp(x) 
Pí 
11 r°° n i 
K/*)| = - exp {(A, - A,) (} £ fc%A,(í) dí ^ 
|AJ* ''•'al I 
Íoo y(í) exp {Re (A„ - J^) *} exp {Re (Xx - Xn + ^ - A,) ř} dí . 
Then, since R e ^ — An + Aj — Ař) ^ O for i9j = 1, ..., n, the function exp {Re . 
. (Xt — A„ 4- kj — Ař) x} is non-increasing and we háve 
|r{/x)| ú exp {Re (At - Xn + ^ - A,) x] x(x) . 
This proves the statement for p = 1. Now, ušing the induction hypothesis (7) we 
háve 
|A J x m = l k,l=l 
á t ("V*) exp {Re (A. - A{) ř} n '"1 exp {Re [p(At - A„) + A, - Am] f} ^ dí á 
m=lJx p! 
^ n" exp {Re [(p + 1) (At - A„) + A,. - A,] x} f"^(í) ^ dí = 
Jx P! 
= n" exp {Re [(p + 1) (At - An) + A,- - A,] x} *
p+1(s) 
(p + 1)! 
and this completes the induction proof of (7). 
In order to obtain the second approximation of the fundamental matrix of solution 
of (3) we shall consider the generál solution of this systém in the form (4) for p = 1. 
Using the inequality (7) we háve the following estimate for the elements (r0(x)) of 
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the matrix R(x) 
h-tol = I £ riA*)\ á £ K(*)| 
p=2 p=2 
= £ «*-i exp {Re [KЯt - Яи) + Я, - Лf] x}^Џй 
p = 2 P! 
rg ^n exp {Re [2(At — Яп) + Åj — Яř] x} x
2(x) exp {и *r(x)} 
From the fact that x(x) approaches zero as x -> co, we deduce that there exists 
a constant K satisfying 
(9) in exp {n x(x)} g K 
for all xe J. Thus 
|r l7(x)| ^ K exp {Re [2(At - Xn) + Xs - A J x} x
2(x) . 
Now, a bound for the elements of the matrix Z(x) R(x) can be easily derived. Deno­
ting Z(x) R(x) = (sij(x))9 we have 
n n 
\eu(x)\ = I £ zim(x) rmJ{x)\ S £ \zjx)\ \rmJ(x)\ £ 
m = 1 m = 1 
n 
^ £ \him\ exp {Re lmx} K exp {Re [2(A. - A„) + X} - Am] *} x\x) , 
m = l 
therefore 
(10) |el7(x)| g K %
2(x) exp {Re [2(Xt - Xn) + A,.] x} £ |him| . 
m = 1 
Finally, if we denote Z(x) [R0(x) — -*i(x)] = Oh/x)), we find 
1 II /*00 
/?,7(x) = Aiy exp {Xjx} - 7 E fcteAy**
1" **i(0 exp {X-t + Am(x - 0} d* 
A m,fc,(=l Jx 
and the fundamental system of solutions has the form yu(x) = rjij(x) + e,-/x) and 
etj(x) satisfies (10). 
Conclusion. Let A be a constant matrix with distinct characteristic roots 
satisfying (1). Let Z(x) = (htj exp {Â x}) be a fundamental matrix of solutions 
of (2) and hij an algebraic complement of the term hu in the matrix (hy). Let the 
function y(x) be continuous and satisfy the hypotheses (5) and (6). Finally, let x(x) 
be a function defined by means of (8) and K a suitable constant satisfying (9). 
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Then, there exists a fundamental system of solutions of the form 
* n /»oo 
y^x) = htj exp {Xjx} - - £ h^h
1"* bkl(t) exp {A/ + Xm(x - t)} At + eiS(x) 
Am,k,l = l Jx 
and e^x) has a bound given by means of the formula (10). 
Application to the nth order linear differential equation. Suppose that the characte-
ristic equation 
Xn + a1X"~'
1 + ... + an = 0 
has distinct roots and denote them so that Re Xt _" ... g Re Xn. Let 
L = m a x U J , M = max f l ^ i - ^ ) " 1 , A = f [ (A, - Xj) . 
. i = l , . . . , » i = l, . . . ,» 1 = 1 i,y = l 
l*i i>j 
If the functions qt(x) are continuous on J for i = 1,..., n and satisfy the condition 
/•oo 
(11) \qt(x)\ exp {Re (kn - k^) x} dx < oo , 
then the differential equation 
(12) /"> + [a, + «..(*)] / - - » + ... + [a„ + fl„(x)] >> = 0 
/ias a fundamental system of solutions of the form 
/;-1Xx) = A)-iexp{AjX} + 
fexp {A/} t Aj-^.-n+.O) f C1 f l (A» - A,)"'1 exp {Am(x - »)} dt + e,/*) . 
J x fc=l m=l 1=1 
+ v _ _ . w _ 
J , . fc= 1 m = l 
i=l=m 
Here 
K(X) = M Texp {Re (Xn - ^ ) t} £ L*-%_k+1(*)| d*, 
Jx * = 1 
|,l7(x)| = Kx
2(x) exp {Re [2(1, - Xn) + Ay] *} £ |A<~ *| 
fc = 1 
and K > 0 is fhe upper bound of the function \n exp {n K(X)} in the intervall / . 
Proof. Using notation of the above considerations we have 
zu(x) = X
(f* exp {Xjx} , &iy(x) = 0 for i =¥ n , bnJ(x) = - an__/+ t(x) , 
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Z-'(x) B(x) Z(x) = - 1 (ft" exp {(A, - A,) x} £ Aw«._.+ .(x)) = 
A *=i 




If we select a function y(x) = M £ £*~ %„._.*+lvx)L the hypothesis (11) implies (6) 
j t=i 
and we can apply the above theorem to the equation (12). We obtain 
tlu(x) = ^
_1exp{A;x} + 
+ E ^ exp {Xmx}f\(Xm - A,)"
1 f°°exp {(Xj - km) t}^^
1 qu-u+i(t)dt = 
m=l J=l J j - fc=l 
i-t-m 
= Aj""1 exp {Xjx} + 
+ f°°exp {A,,} j _ A)"1 «2._4+1(0 £ A;"
1 fl(Am - A,)"
1 exp {Am(x - .)} dr 
J x *=1 m=l 1=1 
1-1-m 
so that yjf~1}(x) = ^ (x ) + e,/x) and the estimate (13) immediately follows from 
(10). This completes the proof. 
Note that the case n = 3 was investigated by I. RES in [5]. 
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